Manual Propeller Pitch Control (MPPC) and Retractable Undercarriage (RU) endorsements pave the way for bigger, faster aircraft with greater range and payload, as well as high performance aerobatic aircraft.

AAA provides MPPC and RU design feature endorsements on an immaculate Rockwell Commander 112B. The Commander is also available for PPL and CPL training and offers comfortable, economical touring.

The aircraft is available for hire to holders of a PPL or higher upon completion of the course.

**$1545 incl. GST**

*Price based on the applicable AAA syllabus which is a realistic minimum for the average student. Flight times may vary and this will affect the overall cost. All training is competency-based and any remedial training is conducted at standard hire rates. Includes aircraft and instructor hire, pre-flight briefings and Bankstown movement & parking charges. Price valid at 01 October 2018.*